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1. Preliminaries. We start with preliminary notions necessary for the
analysis of mixing and relaxation time of Markov chains. We try to keep this
section short.

1.1. Total variation distance and coupling. We start with the definition
of total variation distance and coupling of two probability measures:

Definition 1.1. Let S be a state space, and µ and ν be two probability
measures defined on S. Then the total variation distance between µ and
ν is defined as

‖µ− ν‖TV = max
A⊂S
|µ(A)− ν(A)|.

Definition 1.2. A coupling of two probability measures µ and ν on S
is a pair of random variables (X,Y ) having joint distribution q on S × S
such that the marginal distributions are P[X = x] =

∑
y∈S q(x, y) = µ(x)

and P[Y = y] =
∑

x∈S q(x, y) = ν(y) for every x, y ∈ S.

Then, the followings give equivalent characterisation of the total variation
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distance ‖µ− ν‖TV:

max
A⊂S
|µ(A)− ν(A)|(1.1)

1

2
‖µ− ν‖1 =

1

2

∑
x∈S
|µ(x)− ν(x)|(1.2) ∑

x∈S:µ(x)>ν(x)

(
µ(x)− ν(x)

)
(1.3)

inf {P[X 6= Y ] : (X,Y ) is a coupling of µ and ν}(1.4)

Proof. It is intuitively clear that the set B := {x : µ(x) ≥ ν(x)} or
its complement maximises the right hand side in Definition 1.1. To give a
formal proof, take A ⊂ S. From the definition of B it follows that

(1.5) µ(A)− ν(A) ≤ µ(A ∩B)− ν(A ∩B) ≤ µ(B)− ν(B).

This proves that (1.1) ≤ (1.3). But, if we take A = B, then the maximum
is taken, i.e. (1.1) = (1.3). But, by the same reasoning, with Bc := S \B we
also have

(1.6) ν(A)− µ(A) ≤ ν(A ∩Bc)− ν(A ∩Bc) ≤ ν(Bc)− µ(Bc).

Note that since µ(Bc) = 1− µ(B), ν(Bc) = 1− ν(B) the right hand side of
(1.5) and (1.6) coincide, thus yielding

max
A⊂S
|µ(A)−ν(A)| = 1

2
(µ(B)− ν(B) + ν(Bc)− µ(Bc)) =

1

2

∑
x∈S
|µ(x)−ν(x)|,

proving (1.1)=(1.2).
To see that (1.1)≤ (1.4), we have

µ(A)− ν(A) = P[X ∈ A]− P[Y ∈ A]

≤ P[X ∈ A, Y /∈ A]

≤ P[X 6= Y ].

For the other direction we construct a coupling at which the infimum is
attained. Intuitively, what we do is pack as much mass into the diagonal
q(x, x) as we can, such that we still maintain the correct marginal measures.
More formally, let us define

q(x, x) := min{µ(x), ν(x)}
q(x, y) := 0 if q(x, x) = µ(x) or q(y, y) = ν(y)

q(x, y) =
(µ(x)− ν(x))(ν(y)− µ(y))

1−
∑

z q(z, z)
if q(x, x) = ν(x) and q(y, y) = µ(y).
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Intuitively, we put the maximal possible weight in the diagonal of q, (which
is min{µ(x), ν(x)} and then we put zeros in the corresponding column or
row, depending on the minimum being µ(x) or ν(x). Finally, we fill the
rest out with conditionally independent choice, i.e. on B×Bc we distribute
(µ(x)− ν(x)) · (ν(y)− µ(y)) > 0 with the normalizing factor 1−

∑
z q(z, z).

Mind that this is not the only way of doing the coupling. To check that the
marginals are correct is left to the reader. With this particular coupling,
(1.4) becomes

(1.4) ≤ P(X 6= Y ) = 1−
∑
x

q(x, x) = 1−
∑
x

min{µ(x), ν(x)}

=
∑
x

µ(x)−

 ∑
x:µ(x)>ν(x)

ν(x) +
∑

x:µ(x)<ν(x)

µ(x)


=

∑
x:µ(x)>ν(x)

µ(x)− ν(x) = (1.3).

With this we have (1.4)≤ (1.3)=(1.1), finishing the proof.

1.2. Mixing in total variation distance. Let Xt be a Markov chain on
state space S with transition matrix P , and stationary measure π on S.
That is, πP = π. If P is irreducible and aperiodic, then the measure µt(y) =
P t(x, y) is converging to the stationary measure exponentially fast, i.e. there
exists an α ∈ (0, 1) such that

‖P t(x, .)− π(.)‖TV ≤ Cαt.

These asymptotics hold for a single chain as the time t tends to infinity.
However, we are rather interested in the finite time behavior of a sequence
of Markov chains, i.e. how long one has to run the Markov chain as a function
of |S|, to get ε-close to stationary measure, for fixed ε.

Thus, let us define

(1.7) dx(t) := ‖P t(x, ·)− π(·)‖TV; d(t) := max
x∈S

dx(t).

Then, the ε-mixing time of a Markov Chain on a graph G is defined as

(1.8) tmix(G, ε) := min {t ≥ 0 : d(t) ≤ ε} .

Throughout, we set tmix(G) := tmix(G, 14). The characterisation (1.4) sug-
gests that sometimes it is more convenient to work with chains started from
two different initial states, so let us define

d̄(t) := max
x,y∈S

‖P t(x, ·)− P t(y, ·)‖TV.
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Then, we have the following comparison:

Lemma 1.3. With the above definitions,

(1.9) d(t) ≤ d̄(t) ≤ 2d(t)

Further, the function d̄(t) is submultiplicative, i.e.

(1.10) d̄(t+ s) ≤ d̄(t)d̄(s),

and combining yields

(1.11) d(kt) ≤ 2kd(t)k

Proof. We only prove (1.9) here. The proof of (1.10) is the proof of
Lemma 4.12 in [6], and (1.11) is an easy combination of the first two state-
ments of the lemma. For the second inequality in (1.9) we have the triangle
inequality

d̄(t) = ‖P t(x, ·)−P t(y, ·)‖TV ≤ ‖P t(x, ·)−π(·)‖TV+‖π(·)−P t(y, ·)‖TV ≤ 2d(t),

and for the first inequality we can use that πP t = π to get

dx(t) = max
A∈S
|P t(x,A)− π(A)| = max

A∈S

∣∣∣∑
y∈S

π(y)P t(x,A)− P t(y,A)
∣∣∣.

Now, by triangle inequality the right hand side is at most

max
A∈S

∑
y∈S

π(y)
∣∣P t(x,A)− P t(y,A)

∣∣ ≤∑
y∈S

π(y) max
A∈S

∣∣P t(x,A)− P t(y,A)
∣∣ = d̄(t).

The definition d̄(t) is extremely useful, since it allows us to relate the
mixing time of the chain to the tail behavior of the so called coupling
time: Given a coupling (Xt, Yt) of P t(x, )̇ and P t(y, ·), let us define

τcouple := min{t : Xt = Yt}.

Then we have

(1.12) d(t) ≤ d̄(t) ≤ max
x,y

P[Xt 6= Yt] = max
x,y

P[τcouple > t].

With all these prerequisites in our hands, we can state and prove our first
theorem:
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Theorem 1.4. The mixing time of Cn, the cycle on n vertices is bounded
from above by

tmix(Cn) ≤ n2.

Proof. We will construct a coupling of the measures P t(x, ·) and P t(y, ·)
and use (1.12) to estimate d(t). Note that P t(x, ·) and P t(y, ·) are the tran-
sition measures of two lazy random walks, say Xt and Yt, with X0 = x and
Y0 = y. Thus, we construct a coupling of (Xt, Yt) as follows: we couple the
increments of the walks, as long as Xt 6= Yt holds:

P(Xt−Xt−1=0, Yt−Yt−1=+1)= 1
4 ; P(Xt−Xt−1=0, Yt−Yt−1=−1)= 1

4 ;

P(Xt−Xt−1=+1, Yt−Yt−1=0)= 1
4 ; P(Xt−Xt−1=−1, Yt−Yt−1=0)= 1

4 .

If the two walks meet, than they stay together from that point on. It is easy
to check, that the marginals of the two walk are correct. The advantage of
this coupling is, that before collision, the two walks never move at the same
time. I.e. the clockwise distance Dt = Xt − Yt changes each step by +1 or
−1. This means, that Dt is doing a simple (non-lazy) symmetric random
walk on {0, 1, . . . n}, with D0 := k ∈ {1, . . . n− 1}, and we are waiting until
it hits 0 or n. This is exactly the well known Gambler’s ruin problem. The
coupling time is then exactly τ0,n, the hitting time of the set {0, n}. We can
use the martingale Dt and use optional stopping to calculate its expected
value:

k = Ek[D0] = Ek[Dτ0,n ] = Pk[Dτ0,n = n]n,

from which Pk[Dτ0,n = n] = k/n. Then, D2
t − t is also a martingale, (check

is left for the reader as an exersise) and using the previous calculation and
optional stopping gives

Ek[τ0,n] = k(n− k) ≤ n2/4.

Combining Lemma 1.3, the characterisation (1.4) of the total variation
distance and the previous calculations with a Markov’s inequality, we arrive
at the following series of inequalities

d(t) ≤ d̄(t) ≤ max
x,y

P[Xt 6= Yt] = max
k

Pk[Dt > t] ≤ Ek[Dt]

t
≤ n2

4t
.

Now let us set t = n2, then we get d(n2) ≤ 1/4, implying tmix(Cn) ≤ n2.

A similar coupling can be used to give an upper bound on the mixing
time on the d-dimensional tori:
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Theorem 1.5. The total variation mixing time on Zdn, the d-dimensional
torus is bounded from above by

(1.13) tmix(Zdn) ≤ 3d log d n2.

Proof. We couple the walksXt = (X1
t , X

2
t , . . . X

d
t ) and Y t = (Y 1

t , Y
2
t , . . . Y

d
t )

coordinate-wise with the same coupling as described in the proof of Theo-
rem 1.4. More precisely, in each step we first pick a uniform number be-
tween Ut ∈ {1, 2, . . . d} independently of everything else, and then, we check
if the corresponding coordinates XUt

t , Y Ut
t coincide or not. If yes, then we

move both walk with the same increment: 0, +1 or −1 with probabilities
1/2, 1/4, 1/4 each. If XUt

t 6= Y Ut
t , then we apply the coupling described in

the proof of Theorem 1.4. Let Di
t denote the clockwise difference between

Xi
t and Y i

t , and τi denote the first time when Di
t hits {0, n}. Since each coor-

dinate i has a Geometric(1/d) waiting time for its next move, the marginal
distribution of each τi can be written as

τi =

τ
(i)
0,n∑
j=1

Zj

with Zj ∼ Geo(1/d), and τ
(i)
0,n ∼ τ0,n as in the proof of Theorem 1.4. This

gives that E[τi] ≤ dn2

4 . Note that this bound holds for every starting point
xi, yi. Thus, we can run the chain in blocks of dn2/2 and then, in each block,
we hit the set {0, n} with probability at least 1/2 by Markov’s inequality.
Thus, the hitting of the set {0, n} is stochastically dominated by a random
variable of the form 1

2dn
2Geo(1/2). This yields the bound

P[τi > t] ≤ 2

(
1

2

) 2t
dn2

,

where the factor 2 comes from ignoring the integer part of 2t
dn2 . Set t =

3d log d · n2, then, for all d ≥ 2:

P[Xt 6= Y y] = P[∃i : τi > t] ≤ d · P[τi > t] ≤ 2d

(
1

2

) 2t
dn2

= 2d1−6 log 2 ≤ 1

4
.

Hence we have tmix(Zdn) < 3d log dn2, finishing the proof.

1.3. Strong stationary times. In many cases, the following random times
give a useful bound on mixing times:
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Definition 1.6. A randomized stopping time τ is called a strong sta-
tionary time for the Markov chain Xt on G if

(1.14) Px [Xτ = y, τ = t] = π(y)Px[τ = t],

that is, the position of the walk when it stops at τ is independent of the value
of τ .

The adjective randomized means that the stopping time can depend on some
extra randomness, not just purely the trajectories of the Markov chain, for
a precise definition see [6, Section 6.2.2].

Definition 1.7. A state h(x) ∈ V (G) is called a halting state for a
stopping time τ and initial state x if {Xt = h(x)} implies {τ ≤ t}.

Strong stationary times are useful since they are closely related to an
other notion of distance from the stationary measure. We define

Definition 1.8. The separation distance s(t) is defined as

(1.15) s(t) := max
x∈S

sx(t) with sx(t) := max
y∈S

(
1− P t(x, y)

π(y)

)
.

We mention that the separation distance is not a metric.
The relation between the separation distance and any strong stationary

time τ is the following inequality from [2] or [6, Lemma 6.11]:

(1.16) ∀x ∈ S : sx(t) ≤ Px(τ > t).

The proof is just two lines, so we include it here for the reader’s convenience:
for any y we have

(1.17) 1− P t(x, y)

π(y)
≤ 1− Px[Xt = y, τ ≤ t]

π(y)
= 1− Px[Xt = y, τ ≤ t]

π(y)

Now (1.14) implies that the last expression equals

1− π(y)Px[τ ≤ t]
π(y)

= Px[τ > t].

Later we will need a slightly stronger result than (1.16), namely from
(1.17) it follows that if τ has a halting state h(x) for x, then putting y = h(x)
yields that equality holds in (1.16). Unfortunately, the statement can not be
reversed: the state h(x, t) maximizing the separation distance at time t can
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also depend on t and thus the existence of a halting state is not necessarily
needed to get equality in (1.16).

On the other hand, one can always construct τ such that (1.16) holds with
equality for every x ∈ S. This τ does not necessarily obeys halting states.
This is one of the main ingredients to our proofs in Section 2, so we cite it
as a Theorem (with adjusted notation).

Theorem 1.9. [Aldous, Diaconis] [1, Proposition 3.2] Let (Xt, t ≥ 0) be
an irreducible aperiodic Markov chain on a finite state space S with initial
state x and stationary distribution π, and let sx(t) be the separation distance
defined as in (1.15). Then

1. if τ is a strong stationary time for Xt, then sx(t) ≤ Px(τ > t) for all
t ≥ 0.

2. Conversely, there exists a strong stationary time τ such that sx(t) =
Px(τ > t) holds with equality.

Combining these, we will call a strong stationary time τ separation optimal
if it achieves equality in (1.16). Mind that every stopping time possessing
halting states is separation optimal, but not the other way round.

The next lemma relates the total and the separation distance:

Lemma 1.10. For any reversible Markov chain and any state x ∈ S, the
separation distance from initial vertex x satisfies:

dx(t) ≤ sx(t)(1.18)

sx(2t) ≤ 4d(t)(1.19)

Proof. For a short proof of (1.18) see [2] or [6, Lemma 6.13], and com-
bine [6, Lemma 19.3] with a triangle inequality to conclude (1.19). Here we
write the proofs for the reader’s convenience. We have

dx(t) =
∑
y∈S

P t(x,y)<π(y)

[
π(y)− P t(x, y)

]
=

∑
y∈S

P t(x,y)<π(y)

π(y)

[
1− P t(x, y)

π(y)

]

≤ max
y

[
1− P t(x, y)

π(y)

]
= sx(t).

To see (1.19), we mind that reversibility means that P t(z, y)/π(y) = P t(y, z)/π(z).
Hence we have

P 2t(x, y)

π(y)
=
∑
z∈S

P t(x, z)P t(z, y)

π(y)
=
∑
z∈S

π(z)
P t(x, z)P t(z, y)

π(z)2
·
∑
z∈S

π(z)
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Applying Cauchy-Schwarz to the right hand side implies

P 2t(x, y)

π(y)
≥

(∑
z∈S

√
P t(x, z)P t(y, z)

)2

≥

(∑
z∈S

P t(x, z) ∧ P t(y, z)

)2

.

Recall (1.4), i.e. ∑
z

µ(z) ∧ ν(z) = 1− ‖µ− ν‖TV.

Combining this with the previous calculation results in

1− P 2t(x, y)

π(y)
≤ 1−

(
1− ‖P t(x, .), P t(y, .)‖TV

)2
.

Using the triangle inequality ‖P t(x, .)− P t(y, .)‖TV ≤ 2d(t) and expanding
the terms yields (1.19).

We demonstrate the use of strong stationary times by analysing the sep-
aration time of the d-dimensional hypercube: the separation time is defined
similarly as the mixing time in (1.8) by replacing d(t) by s(t).

Theorem 1.11. For the lazy random walk on the hypercube Hd = {0, 1}d,

tsep(Hd, ε) ≤ d log d+ log(1/ε)d.

Proof. We construct the following strong stationary time for the lazy
random walk on the hypercube: independently in each step, we pick a uni-
form coordinate Ut ∈ {0, 1, . . . d}, and then independently of the current val-
ues and everything else, we set XUt

t = 1 with probability 1/2 and XUt
t = 0

with probability 1/2. By doing so, the probability that the chain stays put is
exactly 1/2, and with probability 1/2 it moves to a position chosen uniformly
among all neighboring vertices, i.e. we get exactly the transition probabilities
for a lazy random walk on the hypercube.

Define τrefresh as the first time that all coordinates have been chosen. Then,
at τrefresh, each coordinate i ∈ {1, . . . d} has been selected already at least
once, thus, its position is 0 or 1 with probability 1/2 each, independently of
how long we had to wait for τrefresh to happen. Also, if the original state was
x = (x1, x2, . . . xd), then to reach h(x) = (1− x1, 1− x2, . . . 1− xd), we have
to refresh each coordinate already at least once, i.e. h(x) is a halting state
for τrefresh. This shows that τrefresh is a separation-optimal strong stationary
time for the lazy RW on the hypercube.
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Note that τrefresh is the same as the coupon collector problem:

sx(t) = Px[τrefresh > t] = P[∃i ∈ {1, . . . , d} : ∀v ≤ t Uv 6= i] ≤ d
(

1− 1

d

)t
.

By putting t = d log d− log(ε)d, the right hand side of the previous display
is less than elog(ε) = ε, finishing the proof.

Remark 1.12. It is known (see [6, Example 12.17] that the total vari-
ation mixing time of the hypercube is at 1

2d log d, hence we have a factor
2 between the separation and tv-mixing time on Hd. Comparing it to the
estimate in (1.19), this shows that the factor 2 there can be sharp.

The following lemma will be used later to determine the spectral gap of
the lamplighter chain: ([6, Corollary 12.6])

Lemma 1.13. For a reversible, irreducible and aperiodic Markov chain,

(1.20)
dx(t) ≤ sx(t) ≤ λt∗

πmin
,

|λ2|t ≤ 2d(t)

with πmin = miny∈S π(y) and λ∗ = max{|λ| : λ eigenvalue of P, λ 6= 1}. As
a consequnce we have

lim
t→∞

d(t)1/t = λ∗.

Proof. Follows from [6, Equation (12.11), (12.13)].We note that Lemma
1.10 implies that the assertion of Lemma 1.13 stays valid if we replace d(t)1/t

by the separation distance s(t)1/t.

2. Mixing times of lamplighter graphs. In this section, we will use
the preliminaries from the previous sections to determine the mixing and
relaxation time of the random walk on lamplighter graphs. The intuitive
representation of the walk is the following: a lamplighter is doing simple
random walk on the vertices of a base graph G. Further, to each vertex
v ∈ G there is an identical lamp attached, and each of the machines is either
on or off. We denote its state by fv. Then, as the lamplighter walks along the
base graph, he switches on or off lamps on its path randomly. More precisely,
we are analysing the following dynamics below: one move of the lamplighter
walk corresponds to three elementary steps: he randomises the lamp on its
current position, then he moves according to a lazy simple random walk on
the base graph, then he randomises the lamp at its arrival position.
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Suppose that G is a finite connected graphs with vertices V (G) and edges
E(G). We refer to G as the base graph. Let X (G) = {f : V (G)→ {0, 1}} be
the set of markings of V (G) by elements of {0, 1}. The wreath product Z2 oG
is the graph whose vertices are pairs (f, x) where f = (fv)v∈V (G) ∈ X (G)
and x ∈ V (G). There is an edge between (f, x) and (g, y) if and only if
(x, y) ∈ E(G), (fx, gx) , (fy, gy) ∈ E(H) and fz = gz for all z /∈ {x, y}.
Suppose that P is the transition matrix for lazy random walk on G. The
lamplighter walk X� is the Markov chain on Z2 o G which moves from a
configuration (f, x) by

1. picking y adjacent to x in G according to P , then
2. updating each of the values of fx and fy independently to a uniform

random value in {0, 1}.

The state of lamps fz at all other vertices z ∈ G remain fixed. It is easy
to see that with stationary distribution πG for the random walk on G, the
unique stationary distribution of X� is the product measure

π�
(
(f, x)

)
= πG(x) · 2−|G|,

and X� is itself reversible. In this notes, we will be concerned with the
special case that P is the transition matrix for the lazy random walk on G.
In particular, P is given by

(2.1) P (x, y) :=

{
1
2 if x = y,
1

2d(x) if {x, y} ∈ E(G),

for x, y ∈ V (G) and where d(x) is the degree of x. This assumption guaran-
tees that we avoid issues of periodicity.

Fig 1. A typical state of the lamplighter walk on the 2-dim torus on 5 vertices. On lamps
are yellow, off lamps are blue and the position of the lamplighter is marked by the dashed
circle.
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We will study below the total variation mixing time and the relaxation
time of these walks. The relaxation time is a more algebraic point of view
of mixing, that looks at the spectral behavior of the transition matrix P .
Namely, since P is a stochastic matrix, 1 is the main eigenvalue and all the
other eigenvalues of it lie in the complex unit disk. If further the chain is
reversible, then the eigenvalues are real and it makes sense to define the
relaxation time of the chain by

trel(G) :=
1

1− λ2
,

where λ2 is the second largest eigenvalue of the chain.
In general it is known that for a reversible Markov chain the asymptotic

behavior of the relaxation time, the TV and a third notion, the uniform
mixing time, which is mixing in `∞ norm, can significantly differ, i.e. in
terms of the size of the graph G they can have different asymptotics. More
precisely, we have

trel(G) ≤ tTVmix(G, 1/4) ≤ tumix(G, 1/4),

see [2] or [6]. The lamplighter walk described above is an example where
these three quantities have different order of magnitude in terms of |G|.
Throughout, everything with a sign � refers to the corresponding quantity
or object at Z2 oG. In order to state our general theorems, we first need to
review some basic terminology from the theory of Markov chains. Let P be
the transition kernel for a lazy random walk on a finite, connected graph G
with stationary distribution π.

The maximal hitting time of P is

(2.2) thit(G) := max
x,y∈V (G)

Ex[τy],

where τy denotes the first time t that X(t) = y and Ex stands for the
expectation under the law in which X(0) = x. The random cover time τcov
is the first time when all vertices have been visited by the walker X, and
the cover time tcov(G) is

(2.3) tcov(G) := max
x∈V (G)

Ex[τcov].

Then we have the following two Theorems (from [4]):

Theorem 2.1. Let us assume that G is regular, connected graph. Then
there exist universal constants 0 < c1 ≤ C1 < ∞ such that the relaxation
time of the lamplighter walk on H oG satisfies

c1thit(G) ≤ trel(Z2 oG) ≤ C1thit(G),(2.4)
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Theorem 2.2. Assume G regular, connected graph. Then there exist
universal constants 0 < c2 ≤ C2 < ∞ such that the mixing time of the
lamplighter walk on Z2 oG satisfies

(2.5) c2tcov(G) ≤ tmix(Z2 oG) ≤ C2tcov(G).

2.1. Proofs. We start by constructing an ”almost” stationary time τ� for
the lamplighter walk. More specifically, the first refreshment of a lamp at
site v is a strong stationary time on the copy at v of the two-state Markov
chain on {0, 1}, and we stop the chain when all lamps reach their individual
stopping time, i.e. exactly when we cover all vertices. At τcov , the lamps are
already stationary, but the position of the walker not necessarily.

It is easy to see states that the lamps are already stationary when τcov
has happened, that is, for any starting state (f

0
, x0)

(2.6) P(f
0
,x0)

[
X�t = (f, x), τcov = t

]
= 2−|G| · P(f

0
,x0) [Xt = x, τcov = t] .

Further, if a lamp is in state x, then 1 − x is a halting state for the
two state Markov chain. From this it is not hard to see that the vectors
((1− f0(v))v∈G, y) are halting state vectors for τcov and initial state (f

0
, x0)

for every y ∈ G.

Lemma 2.3. For the separation distance on the lamplighter chain H oG
the following lower bound holds:

s�(f
0
,x0)

(t) ≥ P(f
0
,x0) [τcov > t] .

Proof. Observe that reaching the halting state vector ((1−f0(v))v∈G, x)
implies the event τcov ≤ t so we have
(2.7)
P(f

0
,x0) [X�t = ((1− f0(v))v∈G, x)]

πG(x)2−|G|
=

P(f
0
,x0) [X�t = ((1− f0(v))v∈G, x), τcov ≤ t]

πG(x)2−|G|

Now pick a vertex xx0,t ∈ G which minimizes P [Xt = xx0,t|τcov ≤ t] /πG(xx0,t).
This quotient is less than 1 since both the numerator and the denominator
are probability distributions on G. Then, using this and (2.6), 1 minus the
right hand side of (2.7) equals

1−
P(f

0
,x0) [Xt = xx0,t|τ� ≤ t]P(f

0
,x0)[τ

� ≤ t]
πG(xx0,t)

≥ 1− P(f
0
,x0) [τ� ≤ t] .

The separation distance is larger than the left hand side of (2.7) by defini-
tion, and the proof of the claim follows.
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With this lemma in hand, we can already prove the lower bound in The-
orem 2.2.

Proof of the lower bound for mixing time of Z2 oG. Let us set
t := 6tmix(Z2 oG). Then Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 1.10 yields us the following
sequence of inequalities:

P(f
0
,x0)[τcov>6tmix(Z2 oG)]≤ s�(f

0
,x0)

(6tmix(Z2 oG))≤4d�(3tmix(Z2oG)) ≤ 1

2
,

where in the last inequality we used the sub-multiplicativity property (1.11).
Note that this estimate is independent of the starting state. Comparing
the left and right hand sides, we conclude that we can run the chain in
blocks of 6tmix(Z2 o G), and in each block the graph G is covered with
probability at least 1/2. Thus, τcov can be stochastically dominated by
6tmix(Z2 oG)Geo(1/2). Taking expected value yields

tcov(G) ≤ 12tmix(Z2 oG),

finishing the lower bound with c2 = 1/12.

Proof of the upper bound for mixing time of Z2 oG. The proof of
the upper bound in Theorem 2.2 is very similar, we just need to make the
position of the lamplighter also stationary. We can achieve this by waiting
an extra strong stationary time τG after τ� ≡ τcov has happened. The ex-
istence of a separation optimal strong stationary time on G is ensured by
Theorem 1.9.

More precisely, we have

Lemma 2.4. Let τG(x) be a separation-optimal strong stationary time
for G starting from x ∈ G and define τ�2 by

(2.8) τ� := τcov + τG(Xτcov),

where the chain is re-started at τcov from (F τ� , Xτ�), run independently of
the past and τG is measured in this walk. Then, τ� is a strong stationary
time for H oG.

The proof of this lemma is omitted here since it is not difficult but quite
long, see [4].

With this lemma in hand, we can apply (1.16) – the relation between
separation distance and strong stationary times – to get

(2.9) d�(f
0
,x0)

(t) ≤ s�(f
0
,x0)

(t) ≤ P(f
0
,x0) [τcov + τG(Xτcov) > t] .
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Now set t = 8tcov(G) + 10tmix(G). Then by a union bound the right hand
side in (2.9) is at most

(2.10) Px0 [τcov > 8tcov(G)] + max
v∈G

Pv [τG > 10tmix(G)] .

The first term on the right hand side is at most 1/8 by Markov’s inequality,
and for the second term, since τG is separation-optimal, (i.e. it is equality
in (1.16)), we can put

Pv [τG > 10tmix(G)] = sG(10tmix(G))
?
≤ 4dG(5tmix(G))

4
≤ 4

(
2

4

)5

=
1

8
,

uniformly over the starting state v. In the inequality with ? we used Lemma
1.10, and the one with4 we used the sub-multiplicativity (1.11). Combining
this estimate with (2.10) and (2.9) and the fact that tmix(G) ≤ thit(G) ≤
tcov(G) for all reversible chains (see [6, Chapter 10.5,11.2], yields that

tmix(Z2 oG) ≤ 8tcov(G) + 10tmix(G) ≤ 18tcov(G).

This finishes the proof of the upper bound with C2 = 18.

Now we turn to investigate the relaxation time of Z2 o G. To do so, we
will use Lemma 1.13 and investigate the behavior of s(t)1/t as t→∞.

Proof of the upper bound for relaxation time of Z2 oG. To prove
the upper bound, we will estimate the tail behavior of the strong stationary
time τ� = τcov(G) + τG(Xτcov) in Lemma 2.4, relate it to s�(t), the separa-
tion distance on Z2 oG. We will use P for P(f,x) for notational convenience.

Combining (1.16) by union bound we have

s�(f,x)(t) ≤ P(f,x) [τ� > t](2.11)

≤ P[τcov(G) > t/2](2.12)

+ max
y∈G

Py [τG > t/2](2.13)

We write τw for the hitting time of w ∈ G. Then we claim the first term
(2.12) can be bounded from above by:

(2.14) P[τcov(G) > t/2] ≤ P[∃w : τw > t/2] ≤ |G|2e−
log 2
4

t
thit(G) ,

where thit(G) is the maximal hitting time of the graph G, see (2.2). To see
this, use Markov’s inequality on τw to obtain that for all starting states
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v ∈ G we have Pv[τw > 2thit(G)] ≤ 1/2, and then run the chain on G in
blocks of 2thit(G). In each block we hit w with probability at least 1/2, so
we have

Pv[τw > K(2thit(G))] ≤ 1

2K
.

To get a similar bound for arbitrary t, we can move from bt/2thit(G)c to
t/2thit(G) by adding an extra factor of 2, and (2.14) immediately follows by
a union bound.

For the second term (2.13) we prove the following upper bound:

(2.15) Pv [τG ≥ t/2] ≤ |G|e−
t

2trel(G) .

First note that according to Lemma 1.13, the tail of the strong stationary
time τG is driven by λtG with λG being the second largest eigenvalue of the
lazy random walk on G. More precisely, using the inequality (1.20) we have
that for any initial state v ∈ G:

Pv [τG ≥ t/2] ≤ sG (t/2) ≤ 1

πmin(G)
λ
t/2
G ≤ |G| exp

{
−(1− λG)t

2

}
,

where we used that regularity of G implies πmin(G) = |G|−1, and the in-
equality 1−x ≤ e−x for x = 1−λG. Then, we combine the bounds in (2.14)
and (2.15) on (2.11) with the second inequality in (1.20) to estimate the
second larges eigenvalue on Z2 oG as follows:
(2.16)

|λ2|t ≤ 2d�(t) ≤ 2s�(t) ≤ 4|G| exp

{
− log 2

4

t

thit(G)

}
+2|G| exp

{
− t

2trel(G)

}
.

In the final step we apply Lemma 1.13: we take the power 1/t and limit as
t tends to infinity with fixed graph size |G| on the right hand side of (2.16)
to get an upper bound on λ2. Then we use that (1 − e−x) ≤ x + o(x) for
small x and obtain the bound on trel(Z2 oG) finally:

trel(Z2 oG) ≤ max

{
4

log 2
thit(G), 2trel(G)

}
.

Then, taking into account that trel(G) ≤ ctmix(G) ≤ Cthit(G) holds for
any lazy reversible chain (see e.g. [6, Chapter 11.5,12.2]), we can ignore the
second term.

Proof of the lower bound for the relaxation time. We do not
include the proof of the lower bound in these lecture notes, since it is based
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on a somewhat different techniques: the proofs for trel(Z2 oG) and trel(H oG)
both rely on the analysis of the Dirichlet form of the lamplighter walk, with
an appropriately chosen test-function f . For more details see [6, Chapter
19.2] for 0− 1 lamps or [4] for general H.

2.2. Generalized lamplighter walks. One can think of a generalisation of
lamplighter walks of the following form: instead of 0 − −1 lamps, put at
each site of the base graph G an identical copy of machine, whose states
are represented by a lamp graph H with a fixed Markov chain transition
matrix Q on H. The walker then does the following: as he walks along the
base graph, he modifies the state of the machines along his path randomly
according to the transition matrix Q. The state space in this case is a vector
of the states of each machine plus the position of the walker. We denote the
corresponding graph by H o G. One step of the lamplighter walk is then:
refresh the machine of departure site, move one step on the base graph,
refresh the machine on the arrival site. With this, one can show that the
product measure of the stationary measure of Q over v ∈ G multiplied by
πG is stationary for this dynamics and that the chain is reversible. Then we
can characterise the relaxation time of such walks as follows:

Theorem 2.5. Let us assume that G and H are connected graphs with
G regular and the Markov chain on H is lazy, ergodic and reversible. Then
there exist universal constants 0 < c1, C1 <∞ such that the relaxation time
of the generalized lamplighter walk on H oG satisfies

c1 ≤
trel(H oG)

thit(G) + |G|trel(H)
≤ C1,(2.17)

Theorem 2.6. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 2.1 hold. Then
there exist universal constants 0 < c2, C2 <∞ such that the mixing time of
the generalized lamplighter walk on H oG satisfies

(2.18)

c2
(
tcov(G) + trel(H)|G| log |G|+ |G|tmix(H)

)
≤ tmix(H oG),

tmix(H oG) ≤ C2

(
tcov(G) + |G|tmix(H,

1

|G|
)

)
.

If further the Markov chain is such that

(A) There is a strong stationary time τH for the Markov chain on H which
possesses a halting state h(x) for every initial starting point x ∈ H,

then the upper bound of (2.5) is sharp.
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The proofs above for 0 − 1 lamps can be modified to work for general
lampgraphs H. In this case, we also have to construct an ‘almost’ stationary
time similar to τcov and a true stationary time τ�. The first can be done by
using copies of a separation-optimal τH(v), v ∈ G, such that each τH(v) is
measured only using the transition steps of the chain on the machine Hv at
v ∈ G. Then we wait until all of the τH(v)-s are happening. One can then
show that this time is ‘almost’ stationary in the sense that reaching it, the
state of the lamp-graphs are stationary, but the position of the walker is
not. A similar estimate to that in Lemma 2.3 gives a lower bound on the
separation distance. Adding an extra τG again gives a ‘true’ strong stationary
time τ�.

In most estimates for the mixing and relaxation time of H o G we can
use these two stopping times, but there are new terms arising: one have to
estimate the local-time structure of the base graph and also the behaviour
of τH -s. The proofs are worked out in [4].

We mention that the upper and lower bound on the mixing time for H oG
do match for a wide selection of H and G, but not in general. It remains an
open problem to give a general formula for the mixing time.

3. Varopoulos-Carne long range estimate. In this section we move
on to give a general bound on transition probabilities of SRW on graphs.
Later, we will use this estimate to determine the speed of RW on different
groups. Let P = (p(x, y)) be a transition probability matrix on state space
S. Assume reversibility, i.e., that π(x) > 0 and π(x)p(x, y) = π(y)p(y, x) for
all x, y ∈ S.

We may consider S as the vertex set of an undirected graph where x, y
are adjacent iff p(x, y) > 0. Let ρ(x, y) denote the graph distance in S. We
assume S is locally finite (each vertex has finite degree). We now state the
Varopoulos-Carne long-range estimate:

Theorem 3.1 (Varopoulos-Carne). ∀ x, y ∈ S and ∀t ∈ N,

(3.1) pt(x, y) ≤ 2

√
π(y)

π(x)
· P(St ≥ ρ(x, y)) ≤ 2

√
π(y)

π(x)
e
−ρ2(x,y)

2t ,

where (St) is simple random walk on Z.

Remark 3.2. The Varopoulos-Carne estimate gives good bounds on
transition probabilities between vertices that are far away from each other.
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Another, short-distance estimate is the following, that can be found in var-
ious forms in the literature, see e.g. [6, Theorem 17.17]. Let P be the tran-
sition matrix of lazy random walk on a graph of maximal degree ∆. Then

∣∣P t(x, x)− π(x)
∣∣ ≤ √2∆5/2

√
t

.

t

Proof of Theorem 3.1. We start by reducing to the finite case. Fix t
and x. Denote Ŝ = {z : ρ(x, z) ≤ t}.
Now ∀z, w ∈ Ŝ, consider the modified transition matrix

p̂(z, w) =

{
p(z, w) : z 6= w

p(z, z) + p(z,S − Ŝ) : z = w

Then p̂ is reversible on Ŝ with respect to π. Since in t steps, the walk started
at x cannot exit Ŝ, it suffices to prove the inequality for Ŝ in place of S, so
we may assume that S is finite.

Let ξ = cos θ = eiθ+e−iθ

2 . Taking the t-th power, we see that the coefficients
of the binomial expansion are exactly the transition probabilities of SRW
on Z, which gives

ξt =
t∑

k=−t
P(St = k)eikθ.

By taking the real part, we get

(3.2) ξt =

t∑
k=−t

P(St = k) cos kθ.

Now denote Qk(ξ) = cos kθ. Observe that Q0(ξ) = 1, Q1(ξ) = ξ, and the
identity

cos (k + 1)θ + cos (k − 1)θ = 2 cos θ cos kθ

yields that Qk+1(ξ)+Qk−1(ξ) = 2ξQk(ξ) for all k ≥ 1. Thus induction gives
that Qk is polynomial of degree k for all k ≥ 1; these are the celebrated
Chebyshev polynomials. Further, since Qk(ξ) = cos(kθ) for ξ = cos θ ∈
[−1, 1] implies the fact that |Qk(ξ)| ≤ 1 for ξ ∈ [−1, 1].
Using the symmetry of cosine function, we can rewrite (3.2) in the form

ξt =
t∑

k=−t
P(St = k)Q|k|(ξ),
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which is an identity between polynomials. Applying it to the transition prob-
ability matrix P on S, we infer that

(3.3) P t =
t∑

k=−t
P(St = k)Q|k|(P )

We know that all eigenvalues of P are in [−1, 1]. Furthermore, the eigen-
values of Qk(P ) have the form Qk(λ), where λ is an eigenvalue of P , so
they are also in [−1, 1]. Hence ‖Qk(P )v‖π ≤ ‖v‖π for any vector v, where
‖v‖2π =

∑
x∈S v(x)2π(x).

Using this contraction property we can write

Qk(P )(x, y) =
〈δx, Qk(P )δy〉π

π(x)
≤ ‖δx‖π‖δy‖π

π(x)
≤
√
π(x)

√
π(y)

π(x)
=

√
π(y)

π(x)
.

Note that P k(x, y)=0 ∀k < ρ(x, y) implies Qk(P )(x, y) = 0 for k < ρ(x, y).
Hence, by (3.3), we have

pt(x, y) =
∑

|k|≥ρ(x,y)

P(St = k)Q|k|(P )(x, y) ≤
∑

|k|≥ρ(x,y)

P(St = k)

√
π(y)

π(x)
,

proving the first inequality in (3.1). The second inequality in (3.1) is an
application of the well-known Bernstein-Chernoff bound

(3.4) P(St ≥ R) ≤ e−R2/(2t).

For the reader’s convenience we recall the proof. Suppose that P(X = 1) =
1/2 = P(X = −1). Then

E(eλX) =
eλ + e−λ

2
=
∞∑
k=0

λ2k

(2k)!
≤
∞∑
k=0

λ2k

2kk!
= eλ

2/2.

Therefore,
E(eλSt) = (E(eλX))t ≤ etλ2/2.

Finally, by Markov’s inequality,,

P(St ≥ R) = P(eλSt ≥ eλR) ≤ e−λR · etλ2/2.

Optimizing, we choose λ = R/t, and (3.4) follows.
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4. Speed of RW on groups and harmonic functions. In this sec-
tion we characterise the speed of random walk on groups in terms of bounded
harmonic functions. This section is based on a new chapter in the book [7].

Let G be a (finite or countable) group, with finite generating set S. We
assume S = S−1, and d = |S|. Recall the right-Cayley graph on G is given
by x ∼ y ⇔ y ∈ xS, and the corresponding simple random walk (SRW) has

(4.1) pSRW (x, y) =

{
1
d , for y ∈ xS,
0, otherwise.

We define the lazy random walk (LRW) to avoid periodicity issues:

(4.2) p(x, y) =


1
2 , for y = x
1
2d , for y ∈ xS,
0, otherwise.

That is, the transition matrix P = (PSRW + I)/2. We call e ∈ G the origin,
and denote ρ the graph distance in G. We write simply ρ(e, x) = |x|.

Definition 4.1. The speed of random walk on G is defined as

v(G) := lim
n→∞

E|Xn|
n

= a.s. lim
n→∞

|Xn|
n

.

This definition is valid, since the distance is submultiplicative by the tri-
angle inequality and the transitivity of G:

ρ(e,Xn+m) ≤ ρ(e,Xn) + ρ(Xn, Xn+m)
d
= ρ(e,Xn) + ρ(e,Xm).

Taking expectation yields that the expected distance is submultiplicative,
hence the speed exist.

The main goal of us here is to characterise when is the speed positive?
But first some examples:

Example 4.2. For every d, v(Zd) = 0. This is easy to see since (E|Xn|)2 ≤
E(|Xn|2) =

∑n
i=1 E(|Yi|2) = n by denoting Yi the independent unit length in-

crement of the walk at step i.

Example 4.3. The speed on the infinite d-ary tree Πd is v(Πd) = d−2
d .

In each step of the walk, there are d− 1 edges increasing the distance from
the root by +1 and exactly 1 edge decreasing the distance, hence the speed is
d− 2d for non-lazy RW and d−2

2d for lazy RW.
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The third example needs some definitions:

Definition 4.4. A state of the lamplighter group Gd on Zd is defined as
(S, x) where S ⊂ Zd is a finite subset of vertices and x ∈ Zd is the position
of a marker or lamplighter. Every state in Gd is connected to 2d + 1 other
states in Gd: either the marker moves to a uniformly chosen neighbour of x
or it switches the lamp at x: i.e. removes x from S if x ∈ S, and adds x to
S if x /∈ S. The origin in this walk is (∅, 0), i.e. all lamps off, marker at
the origin.

The set S describes which ‘lamps’ are on, and the marker can switch lamps
only along his path. He either moves on the base graph Zd or switches the
lamp where he currently is.

Example 4.5. The speed of the lamplighter walk on G1 and G2 is zero,
while v(Gd) > 0 for d ≥ 3.

Proof. For G1 we can use the marginal distribution of the marker is
just a SRW on Z, hence its range up to time n is whp less than c

√
n log n.

Thus, any state that the lamplighter can reach in n steps has at most only
a connected set of on-lamps of size c

√
n log n. This has distance at most

K
√
n log n from the origin, since the marker can just walk along its range,

switch off each lamp that is on and return to the origin, taking at most
K
√
n log n steps for some K > 0.

For G2, the range of SRW on Z2 is whp n/ log n, so the same argument
can be applied to show that the speed is zero.

For d > 3, the range of SRW on Zd is linear in n, and with positive
probability there going to be a linear number of lamps on, hence the speed
is positive, too.

Discussion. We see that it is not the growth rate that characterises the
speed: trees and lamplighter groups both grow exponentially. What charac-
terises then the speed? the answer is given by bounded harmonic functions.

4.1. Bounded harmonic functions and tail σ-algebras. We start with a
definition:

Definition 4.6. We say that a bounded function u : G→ R is harmonic
for the simple random walk on G if

u(x) =
1

d

∑
y∼x

u(u),
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that is we have u = PSRWu = Pu.

We define the tail σ-algebra as T =
⋂
n σ(Xn, Xn+1, . . . ). T contains all

event which does not depend on changing the values at any finite segment
of the walk. Tail events can easily generate harmonic functions, we list some
examples:

1. On Πd, does the RW end up eventually in a given sub-branch of the
tree?

u1(x) := Px(RW ends in a given sub-branch of the tree)

2. On Gd with d ≥ 3, is the lamp at x eventually on?

u2(x) := Px(the lamp at y is going to be eventually on)

u3(x) := P(the lamps in the subset A are all going to be eventually on)

One can easily argue that u1, u2, u3 are non-constant by moving the starting
point x further and further away from the points / sets under consideration
and using transience properties of the marker.

Definition 4.7. We call f = f(X0, X1, X2, . . . ) a tail-function if chang-
ing finitely many values in the trajectory (X0, X1, X2, . . . ) does not change
the value of f .

Claim 4.8. Every tail function generates a bounded harmony function
by

uf (x) = Ex(f(X0, X1, X2, . . . ))

for random walk on groups or for lazy chains.

Proof. We prove it for lazy chains only. First we start with a total
variation bound on binomial random variables:

(4.3)

‖Bin(n, 12)−Bin(n+ 1, 12)‖TV ≤ 2−n−1
bn/2c∑
k=0

[
2

(
n

k

)
−
(
n+ 1

k

)]

= 2−n−1
bn/2c∑
k=0

[(
n

k

)
−
(
n− 1

k − 1

)]
= 2−n−1

(
n

bn/2c

)
=

1 + o(1)√
2πn

.

First fix some ε > 0 and pick n large enough such that 1+o(1)√
2πn
‖f‖∞ < ε. Look

at two copies of the lazy walk: (X0, X1, X2, . . . ) and (X̃0, X̃1, X̃2, . . . ). We
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can then construct a coupling between these two trajectories by using a non-
lazy random walk Y , and set Xn = YBin(n, 1

2
) and X̃n+1 = YBin(n+1, 1

2
). The

bound in (4.3) and the coupling characterisation of total variation distance
(1.4) tells us that we can couple these two trajectories such that P(Xn 6=
X̃n+1) ≤ P(Bin(n, 12) 6= Bin(n+ 1, 12)) ≤ ε. Hence, we can write

(Puf ) (x)− uf (x) = Ex(f(X1, X2 . . . ))− Ex(f(X0, X1, X2 . . . ))

= Ex(f(X̃1, X̃2 . . . ))− Ex(f(X0, X1, X2 . . . ))

≤ ‖f‖∞ · P(Xn 6= X̃n+1) ≤ ε,

where in the last step we used that if the two trajectories are coupled by time
n, then clearly they only differ in finitely many steps, and f is a tail function,
hence it takes the same value on {Xn = X̃n+1}. Since ε was arbitrary, we
get Puf = uf , finishing the proof.

The reverse direction is also true:

Claim 4.9. Every bounded harmonic function u defines a tail function
fu by

fu(X0, X1, X2, . . . ) := lim sup
n→∞

u(Xn).

Proof. Since u is bounded and harmonic, the function u(Xn) is a bounded
martingale. Hence, by the martingale convergence theorem we get that it
converges. Further, the definitions of the two claims are giving a corre-
spondence between bounded harmonic functions and tail-functions since
ufu(x) = Ex(fu(X0, X1, . . . )) = Ex(lim supu(Xn)) = u(x) by the martin-
gale stopping theorem.

We call a σ-algebra F trivial if ∀A ∈ F , Px(A) ∈ {0, 1}.
Let us recall the following theorem (add citation)

Theorem 4.10. The tail σ algebra T is trivial if and only if every
bounded harmonic function on G are constant.

Entropy. To state the next theorem, we need some basic properties of
entropy, which we include here for the reader’s convenience.

Definition 4.11. The entropy of a random variable X with distribution
px on state space S is defined as

H(X) :=
∑
x∈S

px log(
1

log px
).
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and the relative entropy of measure P with respect to another measure Q on
the same state space S is defined as

D(P |Q) :=
∑
x

px log

(
px
qx

)
.

The relative entropy is always nonnegative since log t ≤ t − 1 for t > 0,
hence

−D(P |Q) =
∑
x∈S

px log

(
qx
px

)
≤
∑
x∈S

px log

(
qx
px
− 1

)
= 0.

Finally, the conditional entropy is defined as the entropy of the conditional
measure p(x|y) =

pxy
py

, i.e.

H(X|Y ) :=
∑
x,y

p(x|y) log

(
1

log p(x|y)

)
.

We write H(X,Y ) for the entropy of the joint distribution of (X,Y ). Then
it is not hard to see that

H(X|Y ) = H(X,Y )−H(Y ) ≤ H(X),

since H(X) + H(Y ) − H(X,Y ) = D(px · py|px,y) ≥ 0 with equality if and
only if X and Y are independent. As a corollary we get that for any three
random variables X,Y, Z

(4.4) H(X|Y,Z = z) ≤ H(X|Z = z) =⇒ H(X|Y, Z) ≤ H(X|Z).

It can also be shown that the uniform distribution on set S (with |S| = n)
maximises the entropy:

0 ≤ D(Px, U [S]) =
∑
x∈S

px log(npx) = logn−H(X).

4.2. The Kaimanovich - Vershik - Varopoulos theorem. The next theo-
rem is by Kaimanovich - Vershik (’83) and Varopoulos (’85).

Theorem 4.12. For random walk on a group G, the followings are equiv-
alent:

1. the speed v(G) > 0,
2. ∃ a bounded non-constant harmonic function u on G,
3. the entropy of the walk h = limn→∞

H(Xn)
n > 0.
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Proof. First we show (2)↔(3). Write the joint entropy in two ways:

H(Xk, Xn) = H(Xk) +H(Xn|Xk) = H(Xk) +H(Xn−k)

H(Xk, Xn) = H(Xn) +H(Xk|Xn)

Rearranging and taking k = 1 yields that

(4.5) H(X1) +H(Xn−1)−H(Xn) = H(X1|Xn) = H(X1|(Xn, Xn+1, . . . )),

where the last equality is due by the Markov property. Since conditioning
on less information increases the entropy (see (4.4)), H(X1|(Xn, Xn+1, . . . ))
is an increasing function of n. So, the left hand side in (4.5) is also increas-
ing, so we get that δn := H(Xn) − H(Xn−1) is decreasing. Hence, δn → δ

for some δ ≥ 0. So we get, that H(Xn)
n → h. Now if h > 0, then taking

n → ∞ in (4.5) gives H(X1|T ) = H(X1) − h, that is, conditioning on T
influences the entropy: hence T can not be trivial. On the other hand if
h = 0 then H(Xk|T ) = H(Xk) for all k, hence, the tail T is independent of
{X1, X2, . . . Xk}. Thus, it must be trivial itself.

Next we show (3)↔(1). Apply the Varopoulous-Carne estimate on transi-

tive groups to see that pn(x) ≤ 2e−
|x|2
2n , and use this estimate on − log pn(x)

in the definition of H(Xn) to get

H(Xn) =
∑
x

pn(x)(− log(pn(x)) ≥
∑
x

pn(x)(− log 2 + |x|2
2n )

Rearranging terms and dividing by n yields

log 2 +H(Xn)

n
≥ E|Xn|2

2n2
≥ 1

2

(E|Xn|)2

n2
=

1

2
v(G)2,

where we used Jensen’s inequality in the last step. Now clearly v(G) > 0

implies H(Xn)
n > 0.

On the other hand, we can define the spheres Sk := {y ∈ G : |y| = k}
and the measure Q(x) = 2−k−1

|Sk| if x ∈ Sk is a probability measure on G. We
calculate the relative entropy

0 ≤ H(Q|Pn) =
∑
x

pn(x) log
pn(x)

Q(x)
≤

(∑
x

pn(x)(|x|+ 1) log 2d

)
−H(Xn),

where we used the bound − logQ(x) ≤ log(2d)k+1 since the degree is d. Now
dividing by n yields

0 ≤ (E[|Xn|+ 1]) log 2

n
− H(Xn)

n
,

and passing to the limit shows that if h = limn
H(Xn)
n > 0 then the speed

also. This finishes the proof.
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5. Geometric bounds on mixing times. Let G be a (finite or count-
able) group, with finite generating set S. We assume S = S−1, and d = |S|.
Recall the right-Cayley graph on G is given by x ∼ y ⇔ y ∈ xS, and con-
sider simple random walk on G as in (4.1) Let ρ denote graph distance in
G.

Theorem 5.1. For simple random walk on G = 〈S〉,
(a) If |G| < ∞, then E[ρ(X0, Xn)2] ≥ n

2d for n ≤ 1
1−λ , where λ = λ2 is

the second eigenvalue.
(b) If |G| =∞ and G is amenable, then E[ρ(X0, Xn)2] ≥ n

d for all n ≥ 1.

Remark 5.2. 1. The theorem is proved in Lee-Peres [5] in the more
general setting of random walks on transitive graphs.

2. Part (b) for Cayley graphs was first discovered by Anna Ershler (un-
published) who relied on a harmonic embedding theorem of Mok.

3. If G is nonamenable, then we know that Eρ(X0, Xn) ≥ cn, so that
E[ρ(X0, Xn)2] ≥ c2n2 for some constant c > 0.

Theorem 5.1 for finite, transitive graphs gives a very general upper bound
on relaxation and mixing times of finite groups:

Corollary 5.3. Write diam(G) for the diameter of G = 〈S〉. Then

(5.1)
trel(G) ≤ 2d · diam(G)2,

tmix(G) ≤ 2d · diam(G)2 · log |G|.

It is an open problem whether tmix(G) ≤ Cd · diam(G)2 holds for every
transitive finite chain.

Proof of Corollary 5.3. Apply part (a) of Theorem 5.1 with n =
trel(G):

diam(G)2 ≥ E[ρ(X0, Xn)2] ≥ trel(G)

2d
.

For the second inequality, use [6, Theorem 12.3] stating that tmix(G) ≤
− log(πmin)trel(G).

To prove Theorem 5.1, we use the following key lemma from [5] (that is
valid for transitive graphs as well). We define the Dirichlet forms Qn(f) :=
〈(I − Pn)f, f〉.
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Lemma 5.4. For the simple random walk on G as in Theorem 5.1 and
any f ∈ `2(G), we have

E[ρ(X0, Xn)2] ≥ 1

d

Qn(f)

Q1(f)
.

Proof of Theorem 5.1 (finite case) from Lemma 5.4. In the finite
case, take f as an eigenfunction such that Pf = λf with ‖f‖2 = 1. Then
Qn(f) = 1− λn. Using the condition n < 1

1−λ we can write

d · E[ρ(X0, Xn)2] ≥ 1− λn

1− λ
=

n−1∑
j=0

λ−j ≥
n−1∑
j=0

(
1− 1

n

)j ≥ n−1∑
j=0

(
1− j

n

)
≥ n

2
.

The infinite case is harder and will be proved later.

Proof of Lemma 5.4. Given f ∈ `2(G), construct F : G → `2(G) by
F (x) := {f(gx)}g∈G. Compute (with X0 = x0)

E‖F (X0)− F (X1)‖22 = E
∑
g∈G
‖f(gX0)− f(gX1)‖22 =

∑
x

∑
y

|f(x)− f(y)|2p(x, y)

=
∑
x

∑
y

[(f(x))2 + (f(y))2 − 2f(x)f(y)]p(x, y) = 2〈(I − P )f, f〉 = 2Q1(f) .

(5.2)

Similarly, E‖F (X0)− F (Xn)‖22 = 2Qn(f). Now, (5.2) implies that

1

d
‖F (x0)− F (y)‖22 ≤ 2Q1(f)

for any x0, y with x0 ∼ y. Thus, F is Lipshitz with Lip(F ) ≤
√

2dQ1(f).
Therefore,

2Qn(f) = E‖F (Xn)−F (X0)‖22 ≤ (Lip(F ))2E[ρ(X0, Xn)2] ≤ 2dQ1(f)E[ρ(X0, Xn)2] .

Rearranging proves Lemma 5.4.

Now we turn to the proof of Theorem 5.1 for infinite G. We will need the
following lemma:

Lemma 5.5. Given f ∈ `2(G),

E[ρ(X0, Xn)2] ≥ n

d
− n2

2d

‖(I − P )f‖2

Q1(f)
.
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Proof. We use Lemma 5.4. We need to lower bound Qn(f), and show
that it grows almost linearly. For this, we use the differences and bound
second differences as follows:

∆j = Qj+1(f)−Qj(f) = 〈P jf−P j+1f, f〉 = 〈(I−P )P jf, f〉 = 〈P jf, (I−P )f〉.

Thus,

|∆j −∆j−1| = |〈P j−1(I − P )f, (I − P )f〉|
≤ ‖P j−1(I − P )f‖2 · ‖(I − P )f‖2 ≤ ‖(I − P )f‖22 := δ ,

by Cauchy-Schwarz. Now ∆0 = Q1(f) and ∆j ≥ ∆0 − jδ whence

Qn(f) =

n−1∑
j=0

∆j ≥ n∆0 −
n(n− 1)

2
δ ≥ nQ1(f)− n2δ

2
.

Thus,
Qn(f)

Q1(f)
≥ n− n2‖(I − P )f‖2

2Q1(f)

and the lemma follows from Lemma 5.4.

Proving the theorem for G infinite is harder; we first give the proof under
an additional assumption.

Assumption 5.6. Suppose that
∑∞

j=0(P
j1{x0})(x) := Green(x0, x) is in

`2(G).

Proof of Theorem 5.1 (infinite case) assuming Assumption 5.6.
Note that Lemma 5.5 gives the statement of theorem if we can find a se-

quence of functions fk for which
‖(I−P )fk‖22
Q1(fk)

→ 0.

Let {Ak} be a sequence of Fölner sets, i.e., δk := |∂EAk|
|Ak| → 0 as k → ∞.

Here ∂EA denotes the edge-boundary of the set A, i.e. the number of edges
between A and Ac. Write ψk = 1Ak and fk =

∑∞
j=0 P

jψk. Assumption

5.6 implies that fk ∈ `2(G). Note that (I − P )fk = ψk and fk(x) =
Ex[
∑∞

j=0 1{Xj∈Ak}]. If ρ(x,Ack) ≥ r, then fk(x) ≥ r, so combining these
yields

Q1(fk) = 〈(I − P )fk, fk〉 =
∑
x∈Ak

fk(x) ≥ r|{x ∈ Ak : ρ(x,Ack) ≥ r}|

≥ r[|Ak| − d|∂EAk|] = r|Ak|(1− dδk) .
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Letting k →∞ gives lim infk→∞
Q1(fk)
|Ak| ≥ r whence Q1(fk)

|Ak| →∞ since r was
arbitrarily large. By Lemma 5.5,

E[ρ(X0, Xn)2] ≥ n

d
− n2

2d

|Ak|
Q1(fk)

.

Letting k →∞ proves the theorem assuming Assumption 5.6.

Removing Assumption 5.6. For the next lemma, we recall that if P is
transient or null-recurrent, then we have the pointwise limit,

(5.3) P if → 0 for every f ∈ `2(V ).

Lemma 5.7. Suppose that P satisfies (5.3) and, for some θ ∈ (0, 12),
there exists an f ∈ `2(V ) with ‖f‖2 = 1 and ‖Pf − f‖2 ≤ θ. Then there
exists a ϕ ∈ `2(V ) such that

(5.4)
‖(I − P )ϕ‖22
〈ϕ, (I − P )ϕ〉

≤ 32 θ.

Proof of Theorem 5.1 for infinite G without Assumption 5.6.
The proof follows by picking f := ψ̃k = 1Ak/

√
|Ak| for the Fölner sets de-

fined above. By picking k large enough ψ̃k satisfies the condition of Lemma
5.7 for arbitrarily small θ > 0, since in this case ‖f‖22 = |Ak|/|Ak| = 1 and

‖Pψ̃k − ψ̃k‖22 =
∑
x∈Ak

E(X1 ∈ Ac) ≤
|∂EAk|
|Ak|

= δk → 0.

Combining then these with Lemma 5.5 yields the proof.

Proof of Lemma 5.7. Given f ∈ `2(V ) and k ∈ N, we define ϕk ∈
`2(V ) by

ϕk =

k−1∑
i=0

P if.

First, using (I −P )ϕk = (I −P k)f and the fact that P is a contraction, we
have

(5.5) ‖(I − P )ϕk‖22 ≤ 4‖f‖22.

On the other hand,

〈ϕk, (I − P )ϕk〉 = 〈ϕk, (I − P k)f〉

=

〈
(I − P k)

k−1∑
i=0

P if, f

〉
= 〈2ϕk − ϕ2k, f〉,
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where in the second line we have used the fact that I − P k is self-adjoint.
Combining this with (5.5) yields

(5.6)
‖(I − P )ϕk‖22
〈ϕk, (I − P )ϕk〉

≤ 4‖f‖22
〈2ϕk − ϕ2k, f〉

.

The following claim will conclude the proof.

Claim: There exists a k ∈ N such that

(5.7) 〈2ϕk − ϕ2k, f〉 ≥
1

8θ
.

It remains to prove the claim. By assumption, f satisfies ‖f‖2 = 1, and
‖Pf − f‖2 ≤ θ. Since P is a contraction, we have ‖P jf − P j−1f‖2 ≤ θ for
every j ≥ 1, and thus by the triangle inequality, ‖P jf − f‖2 ≤ jθ for every
j ≥ 1. It follows by Cauchy-Schwarz that 〈f, (I − P j)f〉 ≤ jθ, therefore

〈f, P jf〉 ≥ 1− jθ.

Thus for every j ≥ 1,
〈ϕ2j , f〉 ≥ 2j(1− 2jθ).

Fix ` ∈ N so that 2`θ ≤ 1
2 ≤ 2`+1θ, yielding

(5.8) 〈ϕ2` , f〉 ≥
1

8θ
.

Now, let am = 〈ϕ2m , f〉, and write, for some N ≥ 1,

a` −
aN

2N−`
=

N−1∑
m=`

2am − am+1

2m−`+1
.

By (5.3), we have 〈P if, f〉 → 0 as i → ∞, hence limN→∞
aN
2N

= 0. Using
(5.8) and taking N →∞ on both sides above yields

1

8θ
≤ a` =

∞∑
m=`

2am − am+1

2m−`+1
.

Since
∑∞

m=`
1

2m−`+1 = 1, there must exist some m ≥ ` with 2am−am+1 ≥ 1
8θ .

This establishes the claim (5.7) for k = 2m and, in view of (5.6), completes
the proof of the lemma.
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6. Balanced random walks with interaction. First we start with
some examples.

6.1. Some examples.

Example 6.1. A martingale (Xn)n in Z2, moves horizontally at times
t ∈ [22k, 22k+1) with k even and vertically t ∈ [22k+1, 22k+2) (to nearest
neighbours, with equal probabilities in both cases).

Informally, this process is between one and two dimensional, as it has long
one-dimensional segments.

Claim 6.2. This process is transient.

Proof. In the kth horizontal segment, the process can only visit x if it
is on the right horizontal line, which has probability O(1/

√
2k). Since this

is summable, the process only visits x finitely many times. Similarly for
vertical segments.

Example 6.3 (Benjamini–Kozma–Schapira [3]). A martingale (Xn)n in
Z2, moves vertically on the first visit to each site, and horizontally on sub-
sequent visits.

Question 6.4. Is this recurrent or transient? [3] includes this and sev-
eral other open problems of similar nature.

Example 6.5 (Gantert, Zeitouni’s lecture notes).
On Z2 again, a martingale moves horizontally with
probability 2/3 (long arrows) and vertically with prob-
ability 1/3 when |x| < |y|, and with opposite probabil-
ities otherwise (including |x| = |y|).

Proposition 6.6. This process is transient.

For the proof we use the following basic results.

Lemma 6.7. If a Markov chain on S has non-constant φ : S → R+ with
Pφ ≤ φ (pointwise) then the chain is transient.

Proof. φ(Xt) is a non-negative super-martingale, and so must converge,
which contradicts recurrence.
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Lemma 6.8 (Excessive measure). If µP ≤ µ pointwise and µP 6= µ for
a positive measure µ on S, then (Xt) is transient.

Proof. For any recurrent irreducible chain we have a stationary mea-

sure given by π(x) = Ea
∑τ+a −1

i=0 1Xi=x, where τ+a is the return time, and a
is an arbitrary reference state. Consider the reverse chain with transitions
p̂(x, y) = π(y)p(y,x)

π(x) . Then π is also stationary for P̂ . Moreover Pnxx = P̂nxx,

and so P̂ is also recurrent.
In our case, the assumptions imply that φ = µ

π has P̂ φ ≤ φ. By Lemma

6.7 P̂ is transient, and so P must be transient as well.

Proof of Proposition 6.6. Consider µ ≡ 1. Then µP ≤ µ and is
strictly smaller at 0.

6.2. Walks with few step distributions. [3] raise the following questions.

Question 6.9. Fix two measures µ1, µ2 on Zd, d ≥ 3 with mean 0 and
bounded support of full dimension. Consider a process that makes steps with
law µ2 on the first visit to a site, and µ1 on all subsequent visits. When is
this recurrent/transient?

Question 6.10. More generally, what if the process moves from Xt by
µ1 or µ2 and the choice is adapted to Ft.

The next theorem answers these questions (from [8])

Theorem 6.11. Fix any two measures µ1, µ2 on Zd, d ≥ 3 with mean
0 and bounded support of full dimension. Let (Xt)t be a process such that
conditioned on Ft the step Xt+1 −Xt has law either µ1 or µ2. Then (X) is
transient.

In contrast, there are recurrent processes with three possible step distri-
butions:

Example 6.12. In Z3, make a step of ±1 in the coordinate with maximal
absolute value with probability 1 − 2ε, and in each of the other coordinates
with probability ε each.

Theorem 6.13. This process is recurrent for ε > 0 small enough. In Zd

a similar construction works with d measures.
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Compare this to a continuous diffusion with larger variance in the radial
direction. The absolute value is a Bessel process, and by adjusting the co-
variance matrix, we can control the dimension and even make it less than 2,
making the process recurrent. The proof is based on careful construction of
a Lyapunov function. This does not come from any systematic theory, and
is more of an art. Popov is the artisan in this case.

Proof of Theorem 6.11. First we investigate the case of a single in-
crement measure µ. Let Z have law µ, and considerM = Cov(µ) = E(ZZT ).
By applying a linear map, we may assume this is a diagonal matrix diag(λ).

Let φ(x) = |x|−2α. Using a Taylor expansion we have

φ(x+ z)

φ(x)
= 1− 2αxT z

|x|2
− α|z|2

|x|2
+
α(α+ 1)

2

4xT zzTx

|x|4
+O(|x|−3).

Taking expectation (with E(Z) = 0) we get

E
(
φ(x+ Z)

φ(x)

)
= 1 +

α

|x|4
(
−E|Z|2|x|2 + 2(α+ 1)xTMx

)
+O(|x|−3)

= 1 +
α

|x|4
∑
i

|xi|2(2(α+ 1)λi − trM) +O(|x|−3)

If

(6.1) 2λmax < trM

and α > 0 is sufficiently small then we get transience, since the sum is nega-
tive and dominates the error term. We can truncate φ so that the inequality
holds for small x as well. Hence, transience follows from Lemma 6.7.

Clearly (6.1) is impossible for 2-dimensional matrices, so we need dimen-
sion at least 3.

Note that if there are several increment laws µi, the same φ may be super-
harmonic for all of them simultaneously. In that case, an arbitrary adapted
choice of µi for the steps does not affect transience.

For steps with a single law, we may consider instead the process M−1/2X
which has Cov = I, and (6.1) holds.

For a pair of matrices, we can always ensure (6.1), hence transience is
guaranteed:

Claim 6.14. For any pair of 3× 3 symmetric positive definite matrices
M1,M2 there is an A so that AMiA

T both satisfy (6.1).
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To see this, first apply some A to make M1 the identity, next diagonalize
M2 by a unitary matrix, (thus keeping M1 = I). If at this point M2 =
diag(a, b, c) apply A = diag(

√
b/a, 1, 1) to finish, as the matrices are now

diag(b/a, 1, 1) and diag(b, b, c).

In work with Nazarov, we prove an analogue of the last claim (and hence
the theorem) for higher dimensions with d− 1 matrices.

Question 6.15. In Z3 move vertically on first visit and uniformly in
the other two coordinates on subsequent visits. Is this recurrent?
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